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The details of deiign, fabrication and evaluation of two
gas and heat sterilizable Gelger-Mueller tubes (Types 5112R
and 6226) developed for space applications, are covered in
this report.
The Type 5112R has a stainless steel thin wall cathode
(30 =g/c= 2) and the 6226 a grid supported thin end mica
.tndo.
Samples of both tube types were subjected to all electrical,
sterilization and environmental tests as required by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory specifications for this study. In
addition, the tubes were subjected to extensive shelf llfe
tests and active '_/':.tests at hlgh counting rates. All 3PL
requirements were =et successfully by the EON detectors.
Drawings and specifications for both tube types; sketches of
test fixtures, including those required for shock and vibration
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_110DUCTI_ & TARGET KEOUIREMENTQ:
The objectives of this progra= as sum_rlzed from the
and Pr_ram of the JPL Contract No. 950681 are as follows:
A. To study and en_Irlcally prove t_e feaslbillty of providing
Gelger-Hueller tubes which can be sterilized for applications
f
:In space.
B. The contractor shall perform a testing and/or development
prograz to provide heat and gas sterillzable Ge%ger-Mueller
tubes. _ Two tube types are required - one with a thin wall
construction and th8 other with, a thin mica end window.
C. The tubes shall meet art applicable requirements and
shall retain their original characteristics a'fter steri[tzation
£_,|:Lcal geoutrements
(The fotlowin 8 are re-stated from the Requirements
of the JPL Statement of Work)
(1) _hi n watt c_unt=r tube:
Diameter
Length
Effective cathode wall thickness

































Background due to cosmic rays
at sea level





















Three cycles - 36 hours each at 145 ° + 2°C
in a dry nitrogen atmosphere.
After each high temperature run, the tube
shall be allowed to stabilize at room
temperature.
32 hours at Ii0 ° +- IO°F
£n a gas mixture consisting of 12% ethylene oxide
and 88?° Freon 12 by weight.
Relative humidity shall be between 35 - 90%
Ge Environmental _eaviremeRt s:
(1) Static Acceleration
+ 1908 for 20 m£mute= in each of 3 orthogonal directtor IQ
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Sinusoldal vibration swept at I/2 octave/mln.
as follows :
a) + 0.5" constant displacement 5-17cps
b) 5g rms 17-50cps
c) 15g rms _ 50-100cps
d) 35g rms lO0-2000cps
e) wide band noise - 25g rms for 9 mln. 15-2000cps
(5 blows in each direction along each of three axes)
a) + 200g terminal peak sa_cooth -
b) +- 150g terminal peak sawtooth -
c) + 1000g terminal peak sawtooth -
Thermal
a) 12 days in vacuum at +75°C






As a starting point for the development work, it was decided
to evaluate the standard EON detectors which most nearly meet
the required physical and electrical characteristics. The
first of these is a stainless steel, thin walls halogen self-
quenching counter tube known as the Type 5112. The second
is a stainless steel _ thin mica end window miniature tube,
halogen self-quenched and known as the Type 6213.
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It was proposed to fabricate a number of tubes of each of
these tube types utilizing existing methods of chemical
processing and exhaust. Each step would be evaluated to
determine the normal failure rate. Should the failure rate
in any step preclude a reasonable yield, a study of the
reason for the failures in this particular step would be made.
After modt_ications were made to eltmJ.nate the reasons for
the particular failures, a new lot of detectors would then
be studied and the cycle begun again until a lot of tubes
which satisfies the required specifications would be suc-
cessfully made.
The relLab111ty analysis would include
I_ A review of specifications for all the produced
materials
2. A i00% check of all incoming material to make sure
that it is in accordance with all EON specifications
and drawings.
3. A review of all chemical p,rocesslng such as cleaning
and plating procedures
4. A leak test on the helium Ha_s spectrometer of all
cathodes after machLn_ong to ascertain that the thin
wall section is vacuum tight and free of any micro-
scopic flaws in the metal.
5. A similar leak detector test of all sub-assemblies
and the fully assembled tubes.
6. Another leak test after the tubes were sealed to the
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' The finished tub_s vou].d, after exhaust and proeesslng, be
tested for their electrical characteristics and then be placed
on shelf-life for a few weeks. After the shelf llfe, the
tubes would be retested and then subjected to dry heat and
gas sterilization, static acceleration and vibration tests
according to the test flow diagram as specified by JPL.
After each step, the tubes will be visually inspected and
electrically tested.
In order to assure that the mechanical re-posltlonlng of the
tubes under test with reference to the radiologlcal source
remains constant, regardless of how often the tubes are re-
moved from the test fixture, special test jigs for each tube
type were designed and fabricated. Each test jig has its
radiological source permanently built into it. The distance
between the tube under test and the source has been chosen
so as to give a counting rate of approximately lO0 counts per
second.
Originally, it was decided to check three tube parameters
after each of the various environmental tests. The parameters
chosen were relative plateau slope, background and gamma re-
sponse.
Tube data is usually taken at a counting rate of approximately
lO0 counts per second using one minute readings at each test
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necessary to determine _hether changes in counting rate
should be attributed to the randomness of the radiation
emission or to a permanent change in the tube itself.
A statistical analysis showed that by using counting
times of I minute at counting rates of I00 counts per second,
a very substantial error in relative platea_ slope could be
• should
possible &that longer counting times Tbe used. It was
therefore decided that all counting rate data would be taken
at a counting time of 3 minutes.
llI.
INZTIAL pHASES. OF TUBE DESIGN
Among the standard Geiger-Mueller counter tubes manufactured .
by EON Corporation are two tube types whose electrical and
physical characteristics store very similar to those required
by JPL. The EON Type 5112 is a stainless steel, thin wall
Gelger tube which it was believed would come very close to
meeting the JPL requirements for the thin wall counter tube.
The EON Type 6213 is an end mica window counter tube which
also was believed to almost meet the JPL requirements for
the mica end window tube.
For comparison purposes, the characteristics of the EON tubes
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Comparison of Electrical and Physical Characteristics
of the EON 5112 and 6213 Detectors and the Requirements



















































It is apparent that the major electrical differences between
the EON types and the types required by JPL lle in the value
of relative plateau llOpe. JPL spec£fications require a
_uch lower value of relative plateau slope than is normally
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it would not be possible to do better than 10% per 100v for
the 5112 and 20?= per lO0v for the 6213 without major changes
_n design and gas fill of the two tubes, the initial electrical
r
and sterilization tests were made with these tube types.
Tub e Tvve 5_12 - Flg. I
This radLstion detector tube is fabricated entirely of Sealmet
HC-I stainless steel and utilizes Fosterite ceramic for the in-
sulators. The insulators are fused to the stainless steel by
using a powdered glass technique. A specially formulated
glass frlt is suspended in distilled water and the suspension
is then applied to the bour=raries of the insulator and the
stainless steel and fused at high temperatures. The result
is a thermally matched fused seal which operates over a very
wlde temperature range and can safely be operated at tempera-
tures up to 300°C without devltrif_catlon. We therefore did
not expect any difficulties with the tube envelope or the
metal to ceramic glass seals from a temperature point of view.
This was nbt the case with the halogen quench. In _his tube
type, Chlorine is used as the quenching gas. Chlorine reacts
violently with steel at elevated temperatures. To reduce
the chemical _e_etion between the gas and the steel envelope
B
at _h_ required operating temperature, the cathode and other
exposed metal parts are plated with a noble metal which is not
attacked by the halogen gas.
, SHEET 9 OF
EON el°ero,,J¢.oMiml-n.d,,o,p,o_,,_,,
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) C OUNTE R TUBS
BETA • GAMMA
METAL THIN WALL, SINGLE PRONG BASE
DESCRIPTION
The EON 5112 is a sturdy, stainless steel, thin
wall halogen self-quenching counter tube which
has been utilized in great quantities in low cost
uranium prospecting and portable radiological
survey and monitoring equipments. It was de-
signed to replace conventional thin wall glass and
aluminum organic self-quenched tubes which were
too perishable and fragile for these applications.
The 5112 is stable, exhibits no photosensitivity or
hysteresis; and will not be damaged by over volt-
age or exposure to very high intensity radiation.
Beta, gamma energy response characteristics are
given on the reverse side. These characteristics
are unaffected by temperature changes within the
range --55°C to +75°C.




Recommended Operating Voltage: ...........
Operating Plateau Length*, at 100 counts/sec.:
Relative Plateau Slope*, averaged for 100 volt
interval at approx. 100 counts/sec.: .......
Starting Voltage* *: ........................
Pulse Amplitudet (circuitry same as for Starting
Voltage) when operating at approx. 900 volts
Note: The pulse amplitude is substantially
constant for values of series resistance from
1-20 rnegohms. The pulse amplitude in-
creases linearly (approx.) with increase in
overvoltage within the voltage interval over
which the relative plateau slope is averaged.
Conventional Dead Time at Recommended
Operating Voltage (series resistor--1 meg-
ohm) .................................









second dead time) ...................... approx. 10,000
Efficiency of Detection of Very Fast B-Particles
and Cosmic Rays: ...................... approx.85
Photosensitivity and Hysteresis: ............. None
Background at Recommended OperatingVoltage
(shielded by 1/_,' Alum. inside 2" Lead): ..... 35 counts/min. Max.
Operating Temperature Range: .............. --55°C to -f-75°C
Capacity: ................................ 3.0 micromicrofarads
Life: unaffected by operation ................ Covered byWarrantyA See Appendix
Cathode Material: ......................... stainless steel: 28% chromium--72% iron
Effective Cathode Dimensions: .............. 726" inside diameter x 2 15/16"
Effective Cathode Thickness:
portion of surface .......... 30 mg./sq, cm. 80 %
portion of surface ......... 230 mg./sq, cm. 20 %
* Measured with scaler having a resolving time of 5 microseconds; series
resistor : 1 megohm; coupling capacitor _ 50 micromicrofarads.
**Starting Voltage for this tube is that voltage at which uniform pulses of 1
volt amplitude appear across a 1 megohm series resistor (50 micromicro-
farads coupling capacitor).








The EON 5112 detector has been
adapted to many unusual applications,
both industrially and in the laboratory
where the larger sensitive cathode sur-
face proves valuable.
Many have been utilized in satellite ex-
periments. Since the environmental
conditions of many of these applications
preclude the use of the plastic base and
cap, EON will, upon request, supply this
detector as shown in the adjacent out-
line drawing.
Other special adaptions and sensitive
lengths can also be supplied upon
request.
GAMMA RESPONSE:
Tabulated (right) as a function of gamma
(and X-ray) photon energy is the num-
ber of secondary electrons (computed)
which will emerge into the sensitive
volume of the EON Type 5112 counter
tube per square centimeter of counter
tube wall for a normally incident gamma
photon flux of 1000 photons per square
centimeter.
The 5112 gamma response may be
computed by integrating these tabu-
lated values over the effective cathode
area (see Operating Characteristics).
The response for other photon ener-
gies may be computed using the for-
mulae given in the Appendix.
_-- CATH ODE FLEXIBLE PIGTAILS
I \ ANODE CONNECTION --_ GRADE A NICKEL
o0o oo?
d Ill II II II II III /
...... 1_ _.1¼.o. 3 .AX,,-.o.-
NOTE[ OTHER DETAILS SAME AS STANDARD 5112 TUBE
Energy of y Photon No. of Sec. Electrons No. of Sec. Electrons
sect. of wall 30 rng./cm 2 thick Sect:. of wall .012" (230 mg./crn 2) thick
.08 mev .................... 1.94 .......................... 1.73
.10 mev .................... 1.63 .......................... 1.50
.20 mev .................... 1.35 .......................... 1.39
.30 mev .................... 1.39 .......................... ].64
.40 mey .................... 1.41 .......................... 1.87
.50 mev .................... 1.41 .......................... 2.12
.60 mev .................... 1.38 .......................... 2.34
.70 mev .................... 1.35 .......................... 2.54
.80 mev .................... 1.32 .......................... 2.78
.90 mev .................... 1.27 .......................... 2.93
1.0 mev .................... 1.27 .......................... 3.13
1.1 rnev .................... 1.24 .......................... 3.28
1.3 mev .................... 1.19 .......................... 3.55
1.5 mev .................... 1.18 .......................... 3.91
With essentially flat geometry and close proximity of the source to
the window, computed beta particle transmission for the 5112 will be:
30 mg./ 230 mg./
Energy of Particle Source sq. cm.
.050 mev Eav of Carbon 14 -- --
.155 mev Ernax of Carbon t4 1.4% --
.167 mev Ernax of Sulphur3_ 2.1% --
.254 mev Emax of Calcium 45 9,1% --
.29 mev -_ Emax of Technetium_9 12.2% --
.335 mev(9.3%) | 17,0%
.608 rnev (87.2%)_ E of Iodine TM 41.7% .1"%
.815 rnev (0.7%) ) 53.3% .8%
.61 rnev Emax of Strontium _° 41.7% .1%
.695 rnev Ema x of KryptonS5 45.8% .2%
,714 rnev Emax of Chlorine 36 47.2% .32%
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The anode in this tube is fused directly to the ceramic
insulator which termlnatesone end of the tube. The opposite
end of the anode is centered in a boss which is part of the
ceramic insulator which terminates the opposite end of the
tube. This type of construction does not permit maintenance
of the accurate centering of the anode under severe environ-
mental conditions nor does it permit placing the anode under
tension to avoid possible sag.
Altogether 52 tubes of this construction were fabricated of
which four tubes were brol_n accidentally -two on exhaust
and two when clamping in the vibration jig. Thirty tubes
were subjected to all tests as specified by JPL except for
the high rise time shock and wide band noise test. Twenty
tubes were subjected to dry heat and sterilization tests,
acceleration and vibration tests only.
The electrical test data consists of three minute readings of
three points on the plateau and measurement of the background
count. The plateau points chosen for this tube type were
900, 950 and I000 volts. The 950 volt point is also the
gamma sensitivity test point. The relative plateau slope








The test data for these tubes which was attached to the
monthly progress reports showed, however, great variations
in the value of plateau slope/and relatively high background
counting rates. The average relative plateau slope was 9%/
I00 volts and the average background 39 counts per minute.
An important factor which contributes appreciably to the
slope of a Geiger-Mueller tube is the concentricity of the
anode relative to the cathode. Other factors for improvement
of slope and length of operating plateau are the nature of
the gas fill and the gas fill pressures. These tubes
utilize mixtures of noble gases such as Neon and Argon with
!
an admixture of a halogen such as Chlorine. Substantial
improvements can be achieved by suitably varying the pro-
i
portions of these components.
It was therefore decided to modify the present tube design
and change gas mixtures in order to obtain more uniform
distribution of background counting rates and flatter plat-
eaus ( 57o/i00v). A description of the modifications and
the resulting test results is given in Section 2.
Tube Tv_e 62]_3 - Fi 8. 2
This tube type also uses a sealmet HC-I stainless steel
cathode and a Fosterite ceramic insulator. The anode is
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The EON 6213 is a satellitized alpha, beta, gamma
detector designed to provide precise quantitative
measurements of radioactivity over "wide ranges
of counting rate. The 6213 is an improved version
of the high level detector utilized in the original
satellite surveys of the Van Allen belts.
It is filled with a spectroscopically pure noble gas
plus halogen admixture; operates in the Geiger
region, and cannot be damaged by over voltage.
Computed alpha, beta and gamma energy response
characteristics are given on the reverse side.
These characteristics are not affected by tempera-
ture changes within the range of --55°C to +75°C.




Recommended Operating Voltage: ...... 550
Note: Upon request this tube can be supplied
to operate within the range 500-700 volts.
Unless a special operating voltage is re-
quested when ordering, a standard tube will
be supplied.
Operating Plateau Length*, at
100 counts/sec.: ................... 75
Relative Plateau Slope*, averaged for 75
volt interval at approx. 100 counts/sec.: .20
Starting Voltage* *: .................... 525
Pulse Amplitudet (circuitry same as for
Starting Voltage) when operating at
550 volts .......................... 50
Note: The pulse amplitude is substantially
constant for values of series resistance from
1-20 megohms. The pulse amplitude increases
linearly (approx.) with increase in overvoltage
within the voltage interval over which the
relative plateau slope is averaged.
Conventional Dead Time at Recommended
Operating Voltage (series resistor_--1
megohm) .......................... approx. 25
Maximum Counting Rate (assuming 25
microsecond dead time) ............. approx.40,000
Efficiency of Detection of Very Fast
B-Particles and Cosmic Rays: ......... approx. 85
Photosensitivity and Hysteresis: ......... None
Background at Recommended Operating
Voltage (shielded by 1/4" Alum. inside
2" Lead): .......................... 5












Life: unaffected by operation ........... Covered by Warranty A See Appendix
Cathode Material: ..................... stainless steel: 28% chromium--72% iron
Effective Cathode Dimensions: ........... 093" inside diameter x .300" long
Effective Cathode Thickness: ............. 125"
Connector: Anode Terminal is standard JEDEC miniature terminal for which commer-
cial connectors are available.
* Measured with scaler having a resolving time of 5 microseconds; series
resistor _--- 1 megohm; coupling condenser _- 50 micromicrofarads.
**Starting Voltage for this tube is that voltage at which uniform pulses of 1
volt amplitude appear across a 1 megohm series resistor (50 micromicro-
farads coupling condenser).





The EON 6213 counter tube is the out-
growth of development work to produce
a detector for high level gamma meas-
urements. The mica window, combined
with the design of the cathode, makes it
possible for beta radiation to enter the
small sensitive volume. Very high count-
ing rates can therefore be obtained with
relatively weak beta sources to simu-
late high gamma fields for operational
and calibration check of the detector
and its complete system by means of
weak beta sources. This simulation tech-
nique has become a standard design
requirement in high level gamma mon-
itoring systems.
These tubes can be used in vacuum
or at moderately high pressures where
changes are not abrupt. For applica-
tions where pressures are in hundreds
of pounds or where pressure changes
are sudden, the 6213 can be supplied
with ceramic end windows. The two ver-
sions are electrically and mechanically
interchangeable.
The 6213, because of its thin mica win-
dow, is very useful in the measurement
of high intensity soft alpha and beta
fields. Its miniature size and minimal
weight make it ideally suitable for ap-
plications where space and weight are
at a premium.
The 6213 meets the applicable military
requirements of shock and vibration
and is impervious to corrosion from sale
spray. The use of precision molded ce-
ramic insulation yields tubes which have
uniform dimensions, are mechanically
strong, and uniform from tube to tube.
The thin mica window is sealed to the
cathode by means of a permanent vac-
uum-tight, fused glass seal which, with
other design and processing features,
insures unchanged characteristics
throughout the life of the tube.
GAMMA RESPONSE:
Tabulated (right) as a function of
gamma (and X-ray) photon energy is
the number of secondary electrons
(computed) which will emerge into the
sensitive volume of the EON Type
6213 counter tube per square centi-
meter of counter tube wall for a nor-
mally incident gamma photon flux of
1000 photons per square centimeter.
The 6213 gamma response may be
computed by integrating these tabu-
lated values over the effective cathode
area (see Operating Characteristics).
The response for other photon ener-
gies may be computed using the
formulae given in the Appendix.
Energy No. of Sec.
of y Photon Electrons
.08 mev .................. 480
.10 mev .................. 640
.20 mev ................. 1.000
.30 mev ................. 1.270
.40 mev ................. 1.520
.50 mev ................. 1.790
.60 mev ................. 1.980
.70 mev ................. 2.220
.80 mev ................. 2.420
.90 mev ................. 2.630
1.0 mev ................. 2.850
1.1 mev ................. 3.040
1.3 mev ................. 3.420
1.5 mev ................. 3.870
The mica windows of the 6213 will pass alpha particles as follows (computed):
Window Thickness _ Initial Kinetic Energy _ Mean Range in Air
1.4 mg./sq, cm. greater than 1.9 mev greater than 1.0 cm.
2.0 mg./sq, cm. > 2.6 mev > 1.5 cm.
With essentially flat geometry and close proximity of the source
to the window, computed beta particle transmission will be:
1.4 mg./ 2.0 mg./
Energy of Particle Source sq. cm. sq. cm.
.050 mev Eav of Carbon _4 48.0% 36.0%
.155 mev Emax of Carbon _4 82.0% 75.0%
.167 mev Emax of SulphuP 5 83.6% 77.4%
.254 mev Emax of Calcium 4s 89.4% 85.2%
.29 mev Emax of Technetium 99 90.7% 87.0%
.335 mev (9.3%) _ 92.1% 88.9%
.608 mev (87.2%) j E of Iodine TM 95.9% 94.2%
.815 mev (0.7%) 97.1% 95.9%
.61 mev Ema x of Strontium _° 95.9% 94.2%
.695 mev Ema x of Krypton :s 96.4% 94.9%
.714 mev Ema x of Chlorine 36 96.6% 95.1%
1.701 mev Emax of Phosphorus 32 98.7% 98.1%
/-- ANODE TERMINAL /- _-_- DIA. SEMI-CIRCULAR GROOVE
/ /FOR MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
/;;S;_/; o
I I t / MICAWLNOOW
I _'S MAX,
EON 9PEC NO. 209-6-62
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one end of _e ceramic insulator. This sub-assembly is-
then sealed to the cathode. The final assembly step con-
sists in sealing the mica window to the cathode. All seals
technique discussedare made utilizing the powder glass
previously.
Some difficulties were anticipated with this tube design as
far as meeting the JPL specifications are concerned .(1) The
steepness of the plateau slope results in great part from
i
the internal design of the tube. The ratio of length of
cathode to diameter is very poor for a low value of plateau
slope - optimum iS of the order of 4-5. In the 6213 this
ratio is 2.7.
(2) The small diameter anode (.012) is supported at one
end utilizing a cantilever suspension. Therefore the anode
cannot be maintained in tension because the end mica window
is at the opposite end making it impossible to provide an
additional point of support at the window end. It is
therefore possible to have the anode off center and not con-
cantric with the cathode over its entire length. This
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(3) The problem of the end mica window itself meeting
the requirements of operation in a vacuum environment.
Unless steps are taken to prevent reversal of the curva-
tures of the window as the external atmosphere pressure
i
is removed (as would be the case when the tube is caused
to operate in a vacuum) the mica may fracture. Repeated
flexing also may bring about a failure as a result of
fatigue which is further aggravated by separation of
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Altogether 34 tubes of this tube type were fabricated.
The plateau test points chosen were 550, 600 and 650 volts.
The 600 volt point was also the gamma sensitLvity test point.
The plateau slope was calculated £rom these three points.
The tubes were subjected to three dry heat and one gas
sterilization cycle. Out of thia lot nine tubes were lost
during the gas sterilization cycle. An Investigation of the
failures indicated that many mica windows had been damaged.
The windows were broken on some tubes; on others, the win-
dows were cracked. It was established that most of the win-
dows had been damaged when the gas sterilizer was evacuated.
It was, therefore, decided to modify the tube design and pro-
vide a strong back for the window made out of 1/2roll stainless
steel. This material wa_ chosen so as to be thermally
compatible with the mica, the cathode and the glass seals of
the detector. A chemical milling technique Is used to etch
3
thes_ sub-minlature strongbacks. This technique not only
produces a reinforcement member without burrs and sharp edges
but also enables us tO control the die_nslons of the strongback
Two different designs of
only by the percentage transmission -see Figs. 3 & 4. One
design (Fig. 3) consists of two crossbars having a width of
0.020". The crossbars form part of a r£Rg the dimensions of
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wh£ch match the outside and £nside dimens£ons of the mica
window seat. The other design (F_g. 4) consists of a mesh
de s ign.
The average value of the plateau slope was greater than 20%
per100v and therefore, far in excess of the JPL specification.
As mentioned previously the steep slope was due to the poor
geometry, i.e. small race of length to diameter of the sensl-
live length. It was, therefore, suggested to JPL that the
Type 6213 be replaced by a tube which was slightly Larger
than_the 6213, was rugged£zed and had geometry more nearly
equal to the optimum. Chis new tube type Was similar to
the 6222R - see Fig. 5.
Tube Tvve 6222R - FIg. 5
This tube type also utI11zes a stalnless steel cathode, a
Fosterlte ceramlc Insulator and an anode support. The anode
Is crlmped In the anode support. For addltlonal support and
centraltzattnn, it was proposed that a ceramic
within the cathode, as shown In Fig. 5.
I
Fifteen tubes of this design were fabricated. Eight tubes
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After performing the necessary electrical tests, all tubes
were placed in the gas steril_zation chamber and remained
there for 36 hours. After sterilization no appreciable
differences _n counting rates, plateau slopes and backgrounds
were found when the test results were compared with the initial
results. Four o£ these tubes were then subjected to vibra-
tion tests. Two passed these tests; two tubes showed changes
in their electrical eharacteriitic8 after the 35E, lO0-2000cp8
test. Visual inspection of these two tubes showed a marked
distortion of that section of the anode wire which protrudes
beyond the supporting ceramic yoke - see Fig. 6. Due to
this distortions and the resulting eccentricity of the anode,
the plateau slope increased considerably. It was also found
that the plateaus were initially not as flat as had been an-
ticipated. The average plateau slope of these tubes was 15.9%.
91e believe that the reasons for the steep plateau were twofold.
First the end of the anodes and the metal strongbacks were too
close together, thus increasing very rapidly the end effect
Ks a function of increased anode voltage; and secondlys because
o£ the ruggedtzing ceramic yoke, the sensitive length of the
anode was reduced.
It was therefore decided to revise the Type 6222R by
the distance between window and anode, reducing
the supporting ceramic and reducing the size of
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An experimental t_cch aous_UlJChl$ o£ 9 Cubes o£ the
rev]Lsed version of thLg tube type was erode. The cubes
mJ_e tested f_r the_Lr eleccr¢ca£ ch&taccetf_c_.cs and f_.ve
!
o_ the Cubes _mz_ 8ubJecced to vLb_t_ous of 100-2000 cps
and 35S.
The analysis o£ the test results of the revved version
sh_d a better mechanical performance but no marked im-
prmmmaC of the plateau slope m obCaf.smd. In order
to met the JPL specificaCie_, _ completely new Cube
cype had to be developed. I)escrtpti_n of Ch_ new Cype
m_d the test relmlts will be dLscusmed _n tim next section.
!
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FINAL TU_ DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
5112R - Fig. 7
As a result of tests described in the previous section,
it was dec_ded that it would be necessary to effect major
modificatioas in the design of this tube in order to arrive
at a suitably ruggedized tube.
The modification consisted of a re-design of both ceramic
insulators, adding an anode support and putting the anode in
tension. The cathode and the exterior dimensions remained
the same.
The re-deslgn of the tube permitted a most perfect concentrlcl.
ty of the anode with respect to the cathode. The ceramic
insulator which accepts the exhaust tubulatlon has a central-
izing hole for the anode and two additional holes which permLt
exhaust of tube and also serve as entrance ports for the gas
fill. The anode wire is provided at one end with a small
bal_ for anchoring in the centralizing hole in the ceramic
insulator. After both insulators are sealed to the cathode,
the anode is inserted into the centralizing hole and the
anode support;while maintaining the anode wire i_ tension,
the anode support is crimped and sealed off by hellarc weld-
ing. The tubes are then leak tested and sealed to the ex-
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Altogether 35 tubes of this tube type were umde. Some were
tested for electrical, characteristics only; others were sub-
Jected to all specified tests except for the high rise time
shock tests and wide band vibration. Ten tubes were selected
at random and subjected to all specified tests. All tubes
passed their respective tests.
Out of the lot of 35 tubes, five were lost; three tubes were
accidentally damaged in handling and two tubes went into dis-
charge as a result of a shift in the plateau. The average
plateau slope of the tubes of this construction improved con-
siderably as compared to the slop#s of the previous construc-
tion. The attached test data indicates a minimum variation
in counting rates and general lowering of the background count.
6226 - Fig. 8
To fulfill the requirements of this contract with reference
to a 5% plateau slope, a new tube design was developed.
The outside dimensions of the new type were kept identical
to the dimensions of Type 6222R. The anode dimensions and
the filling mixture were changed. Extensive investigation
was made to determine the optimum gas mixture for the new
anode-cathode construction. The ruggedizatton of this type
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anode support. In spite of the cantilever suspension o£ the
I
anode, no problems on vibration and shock were encountered
because of the use of the large diameter anode. Preliminary
tests performed with tubes having this new structure Showed
excellent mechanical and electrical results. The plateaus were
flat and within JPL specifications. The background also was
very low.
!
Altogether 20 tubes of this tube type were made. Three tubes
were lost initially because of _ shift in the plateau during
the three dry heat sterilization cycles. Twelve tubes were
successfully subjected to all tests as specified by the JPL
s
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The £in_l specifications developed for the Types 5112R
and the 6226 detoctors are supplied in this s@ett_m.
The opeeLt_icatiou have bun prspax_d _n the MIL format
so as to take ddvantass o£ the establlshsd test usthods
and procedures wh_h have already boen dovoloped and
standardlzed by the Services for slmilar detectors.
The spoci_icatlons, as wrltten, are suLtable for pro-
cure.st purpos, os.
The test_ o£ the prototyl_ tubes whose _thod of
fabr/_at_ use deserlbod prev£ously Ln th£s report,
has been per_ox_ed in accordance wlth these specLtlcatlons.
Test results are 81yen in £ollow_tq_ sectLons.
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INDIVIDUAL MILITARY SPECIFICATION SHEET
(Note I)
ELECTRON TUBE, RADIATION COUNTER, GE IGER-MUELLER,
HIGH SENSITIVITY p BETA-GAM_, HALOGEN, SELF-QUENCHING,
























**Cathode : Sealmet PRC-1
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Note I: The requirements and tests of Specification MIL-E-1D
shall apply except as otherwise required herein..
Note 2: Tests may be made in any sequence.
Note 3: Eaeh tube tJ to have an individual serial number
which shall be legibly punched or engraved into
the cathode.
Note 4:
Criterion _r passing this test shall be compliance





Gamma response - initial limits
Relat£ve plateau slope - initial ll=its - +- 0,02%/V
Eackgrom_d and contamination- initial limits
Note 5: In determining tube response (count rate) Vo=950 Vdc
and Rp=l meg. Tube count rates shall be determined
using a scaler having a resolving time of 5 mirco-
seconds and a discrimination level of one volt.
Note 6: The tube shall be expo6ed to radiation from a General
Electric 15-watt germicidal lamp and a General Electric
15-watt fluorescent lamp, or equivale_t.
Note. 7: The gamma response excitation test fixture
in accordance with EON drawing SK146-I004.
Note 8: Use power supply and scope of Pulse Amplitude Test.
Note 9: Acceleration and/or vibration and/or shock shall be
applied as follem:
(1) parallel to long axis of tube
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Test shaft   rfo ed utiliziuS in
accordance EON Drawing No. SK 146 1030.
Tests _n Note 12 are to be performed sixty (60)
days after initial performance of all production
Sects.
Tube =hall meeC the initial acceptance requtremerC=
for background and conta=i_at:ioo| I gamma response
and relative plateau slope.
Test shall be performed utiliz_n_ fixture in
accordance w_Ch EOH Drawing No. SK 146 10&3
A s_nuso_dal vibration swept at 1/2 octave per
minute
(i) + 0.5 inch constant displacement,
(ti) 5 grms, 17-50 cps
(tii) 15 g rms, 50-100 cps
(iv) 35 g rms, 100-2000 cps
5-17 cps.
(A) The tubes jhall be placed in a chamber provided
with a dry nitrogen atmosphere _nd+the temperature
raised to and mainCai_ed aC 145vC - 2eC for 36 hours.
(B) Upon completion of the process described above,
the tubes shall be zwmoved froa the chamber and
allowed Co scabillze at room condltlons.
(C) This procedure shall be performed a minimum of
three (3) tines on each unit.
(V) After s_abilization at room conditions, the
units shall be enersized end tested. The tubes
shall be examimd f_ deleterious effects such as
cracking, softenin K and dtgcoloratta.
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Note 16:A)The tubes shall be placed in a chamber
and allowed to stabilize at 110 ° + 10°F.
The gas mixture (12l eth¥1eno oxide and 88?.
Freon 12, by weight) shall then be introduced
into the chamber. Sufficient water vapor must
be added to the gas mixture to raise the relative
humidity in the chamber to betwoen 357, and 90%.
The gas concentrat_, temperaturo, and relative
humidity shall be maintained vtthin the specified
l£mits £or the test period of 32 hours.
B)At the end of the test period, the ethylene oxide
mixture shall be purged from the chamber with dry
air or N 2.
C)The tubes shall be removed from the c_.m_d
after stabilization at room condl.tlons, be energized
and teJted.
f
Note 17: W£de-band maise, 25 g rms, 9 minutes
15-2000 cp8
du_l t ion,
Note 18: Test is performed 5 times in each ,of the
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INDIVIDUAL MILITARY SPECIFICATION SHEET
(Note 1)
ELECTRON TUBE, RADIATION COUNTER, GEIGER-_qJELLER,
HIGH SENSITIVITY, BETA-GAMMA, }LALOGEN, SELF-QUENCHING,
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The requirements and tests of Specification MIL-E-ID
shall apply except as otherwise required hezi{n.
Tests may be made in any sequence.
Note 3: Each tube is to have an individual serial number which
shall be legibly punched or engraved into the cathode.
Note 4: Criterion for passing this test shall be compliance
after test of at least 80% of the tubes with the




Gamma response - initial limits
Relative plateau slope - initial limits - + 0.02%/V
Background and contamination - initial limits
Note 5:
Note 6:
In determining tube response (count rate)Vo=750 Vdc
and Rp=l meg. Tube count rates shall be determined
using a scaler having a resolving time of 5 micro-
seconds and a discrimination level of one volt.
-I
The tube shall be exposed to radiation from a General _:
Electric 15-watt germicidal lamp and a General Electric
15-watt fluorescent lamp, or equivalent.
Note 7 : The gamma response excitation test fixture
in accordance with EON drawing SK146-I027.
Note 8: Use power supply and scope of Pulse Amplitude Test.
Note 9: Acceleration and/or vibration and/or shock shall be
applied as follows:
(I) parallel to long axis of tube
(2) perpendicular to long axis of tube
Note I0: Test shall be performed utilizing fixture in
accordance with EON Drawing No. SK 146-1028.
Note II: Tests in Note 12 are to be performed sixty (60) days
after initial performance of all production tests.
_ Note 12: Tube shall meet the initial acceptance requirements
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Note 13 : Test shall be performed utilizing fixture in
accordance with EON Drawing No, SK 146-I044.
Note iA: A sinusoidal vibration swept at 1/2 octave per
minute
(i) + 0.5 inch constant displacement, 5-17 cps.
(ii) 5 g rms, 17-50 cps
(iii)15 grms, 50-I00 cps
(iv) 35 g rms, 100-2000 cps
Note 15: (A) The tubes shall be placed in a chamber provided
with a dry nitrogen atmosphere and. th2_ctemperature_raised to and maintained at 145vC *- for 36 hours.
(B) Upon completion of the process described above,
the tubes shall be removed from the chamber and
allowed to stabilize,at room conditions.
(C) Thls procedure shall be performed a minimum of
three (3) times on each unit.
(D) After stabilization at room conditions, the
units shall be energized and tested. The tubes
shall be examined for deleterious effects such as
cracking, softening and discoloration.
Note 16: (A) The tubes shall be placed inla chamber
and allowed to stabilize at Ii0 ° _- 10°F.
The gas mixture (127. ethylene oxide and 887o
Freon 12, by weight) shall then be introduced
into the chamber. Sufficient water vapor must
be added tO the gas mixture to raise the relative
humidity in the chamber to between 357. and 90%.
The gas concentration, temperature, and relative
humidity shall be maintained within the specified
limits for the test period of 32 hours.
(B) At the end of the test period, the ethylene oxide
mixture shall be purged from the chamber with dry
air or N 2.
_ (C) The tubes shall be removed from the chamber
and after stabilization at room conditions, be
energized, and tested.
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Note 17: Wide band noise, 25 g rms, 9 minutes duration,
15-2000 cps.
Note 18: Test is performed 5 times in each of the directions
of Note 9.
Note 19 : Test shall be performed utilizing fixture in
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TesC Resultl an_ Evaluation Su_n_a_rles:
The test results for both final tube designs are tabulated
and enclosed in Appendix A.
No difficulties or problem were encoJntered in the testing
of the £irml prototypes. The tubes passed all required tests
as specified by JPL. All tests except for the high rise time
shock and wide band noise tests were performed using the
facilities of EON Corporation. The high rise time shock tests
were performed at Environmental Dynamics Division of Turbo
Machine, Inc., Monrovta, California. The random vibratton
tests were performed at Associated Testing Laboratories, Inc.,
Wayne. New Jersey.
Fig. 9 shows a typical oscilloscope trace of a 150g sawtooth
shock with a 5 milliseconds rise time.
Fig. I0 shows a typical oscilloscope trace of a lO00g sawtooth
shock with a 3 milliseconds rise time.
Ten tubes of each type were selected at random and subjected
to thesm tests. All tubes passed these tests successfully.
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FLg. 9 -- Typtcal trace of 150g sawtooth shock
with 5 milliseconds rise tt_e
Vertical scale °- 0.1 v/cw; 4.2 cm = 150g
Horizontal scale -- 1.0 ms/cm
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Flg. IO -- Typlcal Trace of lO00g sawtooth shock with
3 millisecond rise time.
Vertical scale: 0.5 vlcm; 5.6 cm = lOOOg
Horizontal scale: 0.5 mIlcm
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It was noticed that a small number of the 6226 detectors
exhibited a downward drift of starting voltage. ThiB
occurred most often during the third dry heat sterilization
cycle. Although the tubes do eventually stabilize, they
are not suitable for operation at the required operating
voltage as specified in the specification of Section V.
The holding period following the dry heat sterilization
test is sufficiently long to pe_mit these tubes to be
detected and removed from the production lots. Figure II
demonstrates graphically what happens to the operating points
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,. Curve A represents a normal plateau curve of a detector tube
with a starting voltage of 650 volts. _en the starting volt-
age drops, the plateau usually tends to sh££t in the direction
o£ lowered operating voltage as shown by curve B. If the
drop in starting voltage is great enoch, the plateau curve
will shLft to such a degreee (B) that the BOOv plateau point
will be _n the upward sloping portion o£ the plateau curve,
thus resultir4_ in a considerable increase in the counting
rate or even in discharge.
The drop in voltage is most likely attributable to a chemical
reaction between the chlorine content o£ the filling &as mix-
ture and the cathode base materLal. This reaction £8 ac-
celerated at higher temperatures. To prevent this reaction
the cathodes are plated on the inside with one, and sometimes,
two metals which are not attacked by chlorine. The plating
sometimes being porous permits the chlorine to penetrate the
pores and combine with the base metal. This results in a
lowerLug of gas pressue inside the tube and a consequent drop
£n starting voltage.
To effeminate this condition it would be advisable to investi-
gate different plating and processing techniques and plating
materlals. This is discussed further in Section VII.
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Of t_ ten 6226 tube samples which were subjected to the
high rise time shock tests, eight tubes passed these tests
electrically and mechanically without exhibiting any deg_a-
datlon in performance. Two samples passed the tests mechani-
cally but exhibited slight change in their electrical char-
acteristics. Because of this, two additional tubes, chosen
at Eandom, were also shock tested at lO00g and 3 millisecond
rise time and passed without any problem.
Electrical test of the two tubes which, had exhibited change
Ludicated that one (#1989) had suffered a slight shift of the
p_ateau _n the direction of decreasing applied voltage and had
a scsmwhat erratic behaviour of counting rates at 800 volts.
The talond tube (#2642) exhibited a very steep plateau through-
out the operating range and went into dischatge at 800 volts.
When the operating voltages were reduced to 600, 650 and 700
volts s tube #2642_ was again operating normally although the
relative plateau slope still remained steep.
The change in the electrical characteristics of these two
tubes was finally discovered to have resulted from a slight
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Fig. 12 shows a photo of the oscilloscope traces taken
durin8 the shock tests. T_e shock test was monitored by
two accelerometers. One was attached to the shock table,
the other to the tube fixture. An analylls of the oscillo-
scope traces sho_ distinctly that while the table and tbs
fixture were subjected to a 1000g shock of a 3 millisecond
rise time (upper trace) the fixture and therefore the tubes
received an additional shock of approximately 1250g and 0.5
milllsec_ rise time (l_er trace). This additional shock
_11 due to the rebound of the thin mountln K plate of the tube
fixture. All of the tube samples tested ex_zienced this




All of the requirements of the scope of this program have
been satisfied by the final EON design of the 5112R and the
6226 detectors. We believe that there are two areas in
f
which further development of these two detectors should be
undertaken. We feel that it is necessary to work further
to develop the techniques for creating optimum internal
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Fig. 12 - Traces showing response of shock table
and 6226 tubes plus test fixture to lO00g
sawtooth shock of Fig. I0.
Top Trace - shock table
Vertical scale -- 0.5 v/cm; 5.6 cm = lO00g
Horizontal scale - 0.5 ms/cm
Accelerometer sensitivity - 2.8 pk mv/pk g
Bottom T=race - (inverted) - test fixture
Vertical scale = 2.0 v/cm; 4 cm = 1000g
Accelerometer sensitivity - 8 pk mv/pk g
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Further work is also required to study the composition of
the mixture of gases which make up the gas fill. The gas
mixture is intimately related to the nature of the tube
surfaces. As previously described, the stainless steel
anodes and cathodes are first plated with rhodium and over
the top Of this material, we deposit a coating of platinum.
The theory underlying this procedure is to provide a protective
claddlr_ Surface on all of the electrodes which are exposed
to the ahlorine quench admixture. It should be remembered that
chlorine is an extreuely chemically active macerlat which goes
into spontaneous combustion with iron at approximately 450°C.
At room temperatures, the rate at which this reactlon takes
place, Is, of course, infinitesimally small. As temperature
is increased, the reaction becomes more active. In general,
the present processing appears to work. However, an apprecl-
able number of tubes exhibit a drift of their characteristics
(especially the startlng voltage) and this results in a
criteria which enable us- to test our detecto.s-1 and to predict
successfully which tubes will stabilize.
One present explanation as to why certain of these tubes are
perfectly stable and others continue to change runs along the
following lines. We believe that the claddings are sometlmes
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remain unclad and present areas of steel which can react
with the chlorine. There is also some reascm to believe that
the coatings themselves are chemically active surfaces onto
which the gases are adsorbed. Recent tests indicate that
two new avenues of investigation should be undertaken. The
first is to treat the stainless steel surfaces so as to create
impervious surfaces which would not require external cladding.
For example, we are con|_dering the creation of inert chromic
oxide surfaces which are known to be resistant to the actions
of either chlorine or bromine. Such surfaces, if properly
created t would not suffer from flaking as _s possible with
plated surfaces. The second approach would be to search
for new cladding materials which are not as difficult to
apply uniformly as rhodium and platinum.
It had originally been contemplated that a complete rell-
ability program would be cunducted with respect to the type
5112R and 6226 detectors. However, because of the dlffl-
cultles encountered in meeting certain of the characteristics
the reliability program could not be undertaken in adequate
depth. Instead the main effort was applied to the many
problems of geometry which finally resulted in detectors














We therefore feel that the reliability program which
includes a complete failure analysis for both detectors
of the final design should be undertaken.
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VIII
Electrical and MechaniCal Tes_ Eoui_-T._t
The principal pieces of test equipment utillzed in this
program are as follows:
Baird Atomic Type S-135
resolvlng time 5slcroseconds
built- In timer
adJustabll discriminator O-tO volts
Baird Atomic Model 123 The Abacus 11
fixed discriminator
Motor driven X-ray Timer Switch
Hodet 42
3. Oscillosconq RCA Model WO-91A
Tectronlx Type 503
Hewlett Packard
Digital Voltmeter Model 405 BR
E lectrostatic Voltmeter
Sensitive Research Instrument Corp.
5. TemDeratuz_ BqX Associated Testin E Laboratories
Model ELH-2-LC- i
6. 9.v u GECO - Gruenberg Electric Company
Model B3 208
0 C&s Sterilizer . Cryotherm - Model 1016
American Sterilizer Company.
This sterilizer was designed for use with Acannedn gas.
The composition of the canned gas was 11% ethylene oxide;
54.0% Freon 11; 35.0% Freon 12. In ordlrr to use the gas
mixture as specified by JPL (127. ethylene oxide; 88% Freon
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Fo_ the static acceleration tests
an International Clinical centrifuge
was modified. The predetermined
speed of the centrifuge is cont inuously
monitored by a General Radio Company
Strobatac Type 1531-A.
@ Shock Machine For the specified 2008, 0.5 millisecond
rise time shock, EON'| Navy Flyweight
machine is used.
The only machine capable of performing the specified 150g
5.0 millisecond rise time and 1000g 3.0 millisecond rise
tt_e shocks was located at the Environmentat Dynamics
Division of Turbo Machine, Inc., Monrov£a, Californ£a.
The tests were performed on the Model ED-IO0 single table
machine. Thi_ machine is a free fall guillotine type
machine. In order to obtain the required acceleration,
the drop table is preaccelerated by two heavy rubber
bands. To obtain the required rise time, the shock
table i_ drol_ed on a lead snubber. The desired rise
time is obtained by deformation of the snubber. Fig. 15.
The shock tests are monitored using Endevco Model 2225M2
accelerometers and an Endevco Amplifier Model 2614.
i0. _ Vibration system consistir_ of:
Unholtz-nDicki_ Model VLG-8_.
1200 pound force Etectro-Dynamic
vibration machine.
Complete system including BK Hodel 1038
automatic shaker control
Model A103A - Amplifier
Model 206-- Air cooled shaker
Model 607 Dial A Gain
Model F-90:50 Adjustable type field
supply
Accelerometer Enevco type 2216
Bruel & KJaer Automatic Vibration
Exciter Control Type lOIS.
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Fig .  13 -- Gas S t e r i l i z e r  - Model 1016 
,jrnerican S t e r i l i z e r  Company 
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Fig. 14 -0 Centrifuge and Strobotac 
Used for s t a t i c  acce lerat ion test 
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Fig. 15 - Deformation of lead snubber a f t e r  l O O O g  
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Fig. 16 - Type 5112R tubes mounted on shock table of 
Navy Flyweight machine - used fo r  the 3OOg 
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Fig. 17 - Tubes 
A - tubes in horizontal position 
B - tuber in vertical position \ 
mounted on the Unholtz-Dickie Vibration Table. 
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11. Wide B,uw:l No_.s v This test was performed at the
Associated Testlns Laboratorles, Inc.
The v4.bration system consisted of
L_ng E lecCronics Corp. Vibration
Exciter Model A246
Power Cubicle PP-20/24
Remote Control Console R-1001
Acceterometer Kndevco _xiet 2215C
Ling Random No_se Control Console
!390B
Kroher-Hite Varlable Frequency
Band Pass Fitter 3307
Brusl & Kjaer AI Vacuum Tube
Voltmeter 2416
D_Ico-Gray Timer 168
The Cubes were subjected Co random frequency vibrations
over the frequency range_of 20-2000 cps at an applled
vibration level of 0.3 g"-/cps (24 g rms overall).
The appILed vlbraClon level is maintained for a period
of ni_e minutes in each of the two specified axis.
A crystal accelerometer which is mounted to the test
fixture, is used Co control the applied vibration level.
The vibration level is determined and monitored on a
System wh£ch contains 44 parallel band pass filters
w_th Indlv_dual attenuators for spectrum shaping.
Each filter has a maximum bend width of 50 cps.
The system also contains 4A monitoring circuits with
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